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Learn simple Italian faster than you can say arrivederci! With this fun visual guide, simply follow the

illustrated prompts and read the English words out loud: soon you'll be speaking Italian! Ask how

someone is doing: "Comb Mess Tie" or say breakfast: "Cole Lot See Owe Nay."  The simple icons

are easy to follow and this pocket-sized guide is easy to carry with you. It will give you the basic

phrases you need to get around while traveling, whether asking directions, ordering food at a

restaurant, or shopping. But most of all, it's just plain fun!
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I am not particularly gifted when it comes to learning new languages. I took Spanish in high school

and recently visited Italy...where I learned some words and phrases before I went, but it can be

difficult remembering foreign words...and especially getting the pronunciations right! I found this

guide to be a fun and interesting way to learn some basics. If you say the words/phrases exactly as

pictured in English they may sound a little off, but if you look at the Italian versions in the book as

well, you will better understand where the syllables are and the phrases will sound flawless.The only

downside is that the books are not complete. By this I mean, they may include a phrase for 'thank

you', but not for 'youâ€™re welcome'. I understand this is because they are using common English

words for each Italian phraseâ€¦so there may not be any English words for all phrases, but I wanted

to at least include that as a potential con.All in all, I highly recommend this series of books if you



want to try a new language out for fun, have trouble learning new languages or you don't have the

time to study up before taking a trip.

This book is well done indeed. Although the book is quite simple to understand and uses fun

pictures to commit to memory, it is just the basics of several different areas of grammar and

phrases. It does however, get you used to the sound and cadence of the Italian language. I loaded

this onto my kindle and it's fun to read, pronounce and tuck away for the next time I need to

impress!

Book arrived in time for Christmas gift giving. Content is fun and entertaining. Translations are clear.

Proounciation are easy to remember with visual hints.

got this for my italian-american father for christmas. i'm still laughing every time i open it. funny

thing, it actually makes sense! i love it!

We now have these books in Italian, French, and Spanish. Gives hope to linguist with a tin ear.

Great creative stuff that is actually quite useful. You will enjoy and benefit from any book in this

language learning series.

This is a wonderful example of thinking out of the box. If you don't speak the language, this little

booklet will get you the attention you deserve.

This makes learning a language fun and very easy. Love how it is organized. I am sure I will be

using it abroad!

I was so excited to receive this book. I am American/Italian. I knew some of the words. The book

clearly pronounces the word as it should be spoken. Awesome book. I strongly recommend this

one.
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